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Auger-electron spectra associated with Be atoms in the pure metal lattice and in the stoichiometric

oxide have been investigated for different incident charged particles. For fast incident electrons, for Ar7þ

and Ar15þ ions as well as Xe15þ and Xe31þ ions at velocities of 6% to 10% the speed of light, there are

strong differences in the corresponding spectral distributions of Be-K Auger lines. These differences are

related to changes in the local electronic band structure of BeO on a femtosecond time scale after the

passage of highly charged heavy ions.
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The energy deposition of slow ions in solids may
depend on details of the ion trajectory and threshold
conditions are currently being investigated [1]. On the
contrary, the local energy deposition of fast ions is rela-
tively well understood and different theoretical concepts
yield results that agree roughly with experiment and with
each other [2,3]. The electronic energy dissipation and
relaxation, however, is subject to intense investigations
and especially effects of the high-energy density due to
focused short lasers pulses [4] or individual swift heavy
ions may give rise to unexpected results [5]. There have
been speculations about a collective Coulomb explosion
[6], a repulsive interaction among multiply ionized target
atoms, and in fact evidence for this effect has been found
for laser [4] and ion-beam interactions in some specific
insulators [7]. For most materials, however, the corre-
sponding nuclear-track potentials and fields are too low
or do not last long enough to initiate materials modifica-
tions. Under these conditions, perturbative mechanisms
such as the site-specific Auger-induced ionic desorption
[8] or collective mechanisms driven by high kinetic elec-
tron energies may gain importance. For the latter case,
either lattice instabilities [9] or electronic thermal-spike
effects [10,11] may play a major role, where hot electrons
at electron temperatures of nearly 100 000 K [12,13]
transfer their energy to the lattice.

Usually, the energy distribution dnðTe; "Þ=d" of ther-
mally equilibrated hot electrons is given by the product of
total (occupied plus unoccupied) electronic density-of-
states (EDOS) Dð"Þ and the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
The resulting Auger spectrum is given by the convolution
of two of such densities, dnX=d" and dnY=d" for all
combinations of bands X and Y, weighted by the squared
Auger matrix elements. It will be shown here, however,
that Auger spectra for BeO are inconsistent with this
simple factorization of dn=d".

The experimental setup has been described previously
[5], and thus, only a short description will be given here.
Electron spectra have been taken with an electrostatic
electron spectrometer involving a bathtub deflection field
(patent pending). The spectrometer was located at a detec-
tion angle of 135� with respect to the (normal) incident
ion-beam direction. Together with the sample, it was
placed inside a doubly magnetically shielded ultrahigh
vacuum chamber and typical residual gas pressures during
the experiments were close to 10�10 mbar. Specifically for
the experiments with Be or BeO targets, the channel-plate
detector was shielded by a Ta block to reduce the count rate
due to nuclear reactions strongly.
As shown previously [14], thin BeO films of about 3 nm

thickness [15] have been prepared by implanting 500 eV
oxygen ions into atomically clean Be (preventing also
macroscopic surface changing). These films are com-
pletely eroded within one or two hours of ion irradiation,
as we may conclude from the change of Auger-electron
spectra as well as from secondary-ion spectra [14]. The
elevated global target temperature of about 200 �C during
ion irradiation may lead to enhanced evaporation. In the
final ion-beam times presented here, we have used either
pure oxygen exposure at about 10�6 mbar or alternatively
continuous 500 eV O-ion implantation inside the main
chamber, in order to prevent any net erosion effect. In
both cases, we found time-independent Auger spectra for
several hours of ion irradiation as well as for electron
irradiation, pointing to dynamically clean and stable sur-
face structures.
Experiments have been performed using Ar7þ ions at a

specific kinetic energy of 3 MeV=nucleon as well as with
1:78 MeV=u Xe15þ, both provided directly by the cyclo-
tron of the ion-beam laboratory Berlin. Charge equili-
brated Ar15þ ions and Xe31þ ions have been extracted
behind a thin C stripper foil in front of the target (this
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suppresses depth dependencies due to charge equilibra-
tion [5]) and electrons at 2.7 keV have also been used as
projectiles. Although the fast projectiles penetrate deep
inside the target, the emitted electrons investigated in this
work stem only from the first few surface layers (Be
K-Auger electrons have an inelastic mean-free-path be-
low 1 nm) [16]. In between the ion-beam experiments,
Auger spectra induced by primary electrons were taken
periodically to make sure that the sample composition did
not change.

For this purpose, the electron beam (spot size� 1 mm)
was placed on the target in the center of the ion spot
(diameter about 2 mm), providing also a precise and re-
producible energy scale for all spectra. This alignment was
performed by focusing each of the beams through the same
small aperture (�2:3 mm and distance to the target center
of 26.4 mm) in the target plane and subsequent precision
translation of the target onto exactly this point in space
(manipulator precision <10 �m). The beam overlap was
proven by ion-induced surface cleaning as well as materi-
als modifications [5].

Our target preparation results in stoichiometric amor-
phous BeO (a-BeO) as indicated by simulation of the
spectrum [16] and especially as proven by comparison of
our Auger data with different literature sources. Such a
comparison is shown in Fig. 1 for a-BeO films from
reactive (using an Ar=O2 gas mixture) rf sputter deposition
onto clean metallic Be [17], from exposure of a clean Be
surface to oxygen gas [18] as well as for a single crystal
BeO bulk sample after ion sputter cleaning of the surface
[19]. The plot shows differentiated energy spectra (a typi-
cal presentation for analytical purposes), not corrected for
the different spectrometer transmission functions. In one

case [18] a linear background subtraction and in two other
cases [17,19] sub-eV energy-scale corrections have been
performed to improve the overlap among the different
spectra.
It can be seen that all spectra are very similar, although

they have been taken under different experimental condi-
tions. Two significant deviations, however, may be seen in
the plot. Firstly, the spectra taken in this work (black
squares) show a more pronounced dip structure around
85 eV, but the spectral shape becomes very similar to the
other three spectra when our data set is artificially broad-
ened (�E=E ¼ 5% instead of 1%) resulting in the (red)
curve that crosses the data points. Secondly, the lowest
curve for c-BeO has a high-energy dip (at 106.4 eV),
1.5 eV above the corresponding dip in the a-BeO spectra.
This dip might be due to core-hole excitons [20], slightly
below the conduction band. The energy shift is consistent
with the fact that the band gap in c-BeO exceeds that of
a-BeO by about 3 eV.
In addition to our experimental approach, we have also

performed supercell calculations using the well-known
WIEN solid-state code [21] for a Beþ ion (with a K-shell

vacancy) inside the atomically frozen BeO (Wurtzite)
structure. These calculations show (in comparison to re-
sults without a localized K-shell vacancy) the existence of
core-hole excitons, consistent with the dip at high energy
as well as the weak one at 85 eV. Quadratic scaling of the
transition rates with the local Be valence-electron densities
(including L1 and for a K vacancy) have been used to
estimate the Be-K decay-time �Auger � 300 fs for BeO

from the known value of the pure Be metal (�Auger �
15 fs [22]). From the EDOS and from auxiliary electron
energy-loss measurements at primary energies around
100 eV, we have estimated the resulting Auger-electron
spectrum (to be published in a forthcoming paper). Using
this information, the dominant structures at 94.5, 77, and
67 eV in Fig. 1 may be assigned to the K-VV, K-L1V
and K-L1L1 Auger transitions (involving the full valence
band V and the narrow L1 band).
After the above discussion of the electron-induced spec-

trum (small perturbation of the solid), we focus now on the
strong perturbations that are produced by highly charged
ions at similar velocities (at specific kinetic energies of a
few MeV/u). Figure 2 displays Be K-XV Auger electron
spectra (X ¼ L1 or V) obtained in this work for a-BeO and
induced by very different projectiles. The solid black curve
in Fig. 2 is due to 2.7 keV incident electrons and it is
reasonably well understood, leading after differentiation
to the black squares in Fig. 1. The other curves and plot
symbols in Fig. 2 are due to swift heavy ions, such as
3 MeV=u Ar7þ and Ar15þ (dark cyan and green curves
with triangular symbols) and in addition 1:78 MeV=u
Xe15þ and Xe31þ ions (orange and red curves with
crosses). Several variations of the spectra may be noted
when going from low charge states (incident electrons) to
the highest charge states (Xe31þ ions).
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FIG. 1 (color online). Differentiated Auger-electron spectra.
The black symbols and smoothed (red) curve were obtained in
this work (averaged over 18 spectra induced by 2.7 keVelectrons
during the heavy-ion beam time). Other curves are taken from
the literature and correspond also to a-BeO [17,18] as well as to
a BeO bulk single crystal (c-BeO) [19].
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First, a strong and broad peak emerges for heavy ions at
electron energies above 120 eV. This peak is due to Auger
decay (Be K2-XV) of Be double K-shell vacancies and is a
typical indication of strong perturbations [5]. The nearly
constant intensity ratio NðK2-XVÞ=NðK1-XVÞ observed
for heavy ions corresponds to a 15% fraction of double
K ionization of Be (after correcting for Auger cascades, for
the electron escape length, and for the spectrometer trans-
mission [5]). This constant fraction results from the limi-
tation of inner-shell reactions to a maximum probability of
100% at small impact parameters [5,12]. Each spectrum
reflects a snapshot of the time evolution of electrons close
to the Be vacancy, averaged over the corresponding decay
time �Auger. For the cold system (primary electrons), the

Auger-decay time is expected to reflect the low electron
density of Be in the ionic compound, but high densities
might be reached for an extremely hot target (for highly
charged projectiles).

In contrast to all previous investigations for other mate-
rials (metals, semimetals, semiconductors, and polymers)
[5,12,13]; however, the K1-XV peak structure in Fig. 2 is
strongly varying as function of the projectile. We find a
broadening of the peak structure below 92 eV. Further,
there is a growing peak for highly charged ions super-
imposed roughly at the position of the core-hole exciton

peak at 101 eV (a detailed fit indicates that the new peak
lies about 1 eV higher). Comparable charge-dependent
variations of solid-state Auger spectra have not been found
before for any material so far [5,12,13]. Most likely, the
changes of the peak are related to a breakdown of the BeO
band structure on a femtosecond time scale, as will be
discussed in the following.
Heavy-ion tracks are accompanied by many hot elec-

trons and electron temperatures of up to 105 K have
experimentally been determined from the broadening of
the high-energy profile of Auger lines, e.g., for individual
ions in pure metallic Be [12]. For a fixed EDOS, the
charge-dependent broadening of Auger lines is related
to a temperature-dependent broadening of the Fermi-
Dirac distribution fðTe; "Þ. The distribution fðTe; "Þ
may, e.g., lower the peak intensity at 92 eV and increase
the one at 102 eV, but this would correspond to unrealisti-
cally high electron temperatures exceeding several 105 K.
Such high Te values would be accompanied by very broad
high-energy features due to states leading to Auger struc-
tures even in excess of 110 eV. Within this standard
picture, it is impossible that there is an abrupt variation
of a single line intensity for Ar7þ compared to Ar15þ ions
in Fig. 2, without the appearance of additional K1-XV
structures at still higher energies. This means that the
variation of the spectra in Fig. 2 cannot simply be related
to a Fermi-Dirac distribution multiplied with an EDOS
from a frozen band structure.
Materials modifications due to either the nuclear energy

loss or the extremely high electronic energy loss of heavy
ions could, in principle, change the EDOS.But our electron-
induced spectra (taken in between the series of ion runs) as
well as the ion-induced spectra point to steady-state con-
ditions on a time scale ofminutes (individualAuger spectra)
or even much less (extracted from target currents measured
for each channel and from ion-desorption spectra [14] taken
previously) up to several hours (time between target
preparations), thereby excluding permanent materials mod-
ifications [23]. Correspondingly, the change of the spectra
in Fig. 2 should be due to an intrinsic effect, related to
individual collisions. This points to a breakdown of the
initial-state band-structure on the time scale of the Be
K-Auger transition or faster. The question about the basic
cause of this breakdown and why it has not been seen
before, will be discussed in the following.
The high degree of electronic excitation may easily lead

to a nonequilibrium electron distribution where electrons
are largely found in excited states, not restricted to the
oxygen lattice sites, and the ionic character of BeO is lost
(similar to the modified charge distribution in the Knotek-
Feibelman process [8]). Such a state would be specific for
fast heavy ions in ionic compounds, a case not investi-
gated with high resolution Auger-electron spectroscopy
so far (most previous Auger-electron investigations in
the electronic-stopping regime have been performed with
light ions at lower velocities and only for monoatomic
targets [24]). This nonionic electron density may lead to
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FIG. 2 (color online). Projectile dependence of the Be
K-Auger electron spectrum for a-BeO due to fast Ar and Xe
ions of different incident charge states (averaged over many raw
spectra) and 2.7 keV electrons. Secondary-electron backgrounds
have been subtracted and intensity offsets have been applied, as
indicated by the base lines on the right side.
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Auger spectra as in Fig. 2 through (i) modified electronic
screening and correlation effects or (ii) modified atomic
interaction potentials that may lead to a (rapid) cold melt-
ing of the lattice [25].

We cannot distinguish between these two scenarios, but
Fig. 3 indicates that BeO has reached a metal-like state,
independent of a specific scenario (i) or (ii). This plot
shows the Auger spectrum corresponding to the cold
metallic state of Be (after electron-induced ionization)
as well as two spectra for Xe31þ ions on Be and on
BeO. Both ion-induced spectra are very similar, with a
comparable energy position and width of the peak struc-
ture (these widths may be converted into reasonable
electron temperature values of about 55 000 K [5,12]).
This similarity is an indication that we do not only see the
hot metallic state for the Be target [12], but for the excited
BeO target as well.

In summary, our experimental determinations of emitted
Be target Auger-electron spectra induced by fast heavy
ions provide the first illustration of a breakdown or insta-
bility of the electronic band structure of BeO at higher
electron temperatures. Auger-electron spectra for incident
ions deviate drastically from those induced by primary
electrons under otherwise similar experimental conditions.
Moreover, comparison of heavy-ion-induced BeO with
pure Be target Auger-electron spectra shows very similar
spectral shapes. We take this as an indication of a tempo-
rary metal-like reconfiguration of the electronic levels in
BeO triggered by strong electronic excitations. One might
speculate that this is a signature of an ultrafast melting of
the lattice, but the corresponding conclusion can only be
drawn with further information.
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